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The number of vulnerabilities identified in servers, operations systems, applications, and databases has increased at an 
alarming rate in the past several years—and the outlook going forward is no better. Systems, networks, and applications 
will continue to be susceptible to vulnerabilities, so it is important to be prepared for response when a vulnerability is 
identified.

SIX STEPS TO EFFECTIVE VULNERABILITY RESPONSE

Alert Logic is not immune to vulnerabilities, and in the fall of 2014 our teams responded to three major vulnerabilities 
(heartbleed, shellshock, and poodle) and a number of minor ones. These instances enabled us to further developed our 
response plan, which outlines an approach that can be used as a template for defining any organization’s action plan 
when faced with vulnerability. Throughout this paper, we will discuss Alert Logic’s step-by-step approach to responding 
to a vulnerability, using the company’s response to the shellshock vulnerability as our case study.
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COMMUNICATION 
• Who • When • How

SECURITY CONTENT CREATION 
• Signatures • Correlation Rules  
• Other Indicators

COMPREHENSION 
• Research • Test • Validate

EXPOSURE 
• Asset Review • Test • Summarize Findings

PATCHING 
• Deployment Plan • Execution • Validation

LESSONS LEARNED 
• Scorecard Review • Plan vs. Actual 
• Update Plan
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on the primary research associated with the vulnerability. In the case of shellshock, a researcher at Akamai—Stéphane 
Chazelas—discovered the vulnerability. Here is an excerpt from Alert Logic’s interpretation of her research:

This vulnerability affects a wide range of operating systems (Unix, Linux, OS X), routers, and other technologies, 
making many of the systems we use on a daily basis vulnerable to attacks. System vulnerability in the GNU 
Bourne Again Shell (Bash), the command-line shell used in many Linux and Unix operating systems, could 
leave systems running those operating systems open to attack. The bug utilizes the Bash process variables that 
CTG�RCUUGF�D[�VJG�QRGTCVKPI�U[UVGO�QT�CP�CRRNKECVKQP��+H�$CUJ�KU�EQPƂIWTGF�CU�VJG�FGHCWNV�U[UVGO�UJGNN��KV�ECP�
be used to attack devices via web requests, secure shell, telnet sessions, or other programs that use Bash to 
execute scripts…

Part of understanding a vulnerability is becoming familiar with the potential impact and scope of the vulnerability. 
Again, here is an excerpt of Alert Logic’s findings regarding the impact of shellshock:

The reason this vulnerability raises many concerns is the breadth in threat vectors available to attackers. For 
example, the simple task of loading a website gives attackers the opportunity to exploit the vulnerability if the 
server handling your website request uses bash commands to access the information you requested. So if you 
still don’t think we use command line anymore, think again.

In fact, there are some computer programs that use Bash to execute commands on other computers. For 
example, how does a website know if you are accessing the site via mobile device or computer web browser? 
Based on the response your device returns, the server will modify the content delivery to be compatible with the 
corresponding platform. From a technical perspective, your browser sends an agent to tell the web server that 
you are using either a mobile device or computer browser. The web server then uses that information to set the 
agent string as a variable before using Bash to execute code that generates the web page….

Once the vulnerability and its potential impact/scope are understood, it will be important to understand if the 
vulnerability is actively being exploited. In regards to shellshock, our research uncovered indicators of activity:

Attackers are making use of this vulnerability as we speak. Several researchers are reporting that a group 
exploiting the Bash vulnerability is actively attacking honeypot infrastructures. The vulnerability is allowing 
the installation of a zero day bash injected ELF malware that is currently being used. A system administrator is 
TGRQTVKPI�VJCV�VJTGCV�CEVQTU�GZRNQKVGF�VJG�$CUJ�$WI�ƃCY�VQ�NCWPEJ�MGTPGN�GZRNQKVU�QP�C�EQORWVGT�U[UVGO��6JG�
malicious code then performs a Web GET request from a user agent to begin a brute force dictionary attack to 
harvest credentials. 
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IT infrastructures are comprised of a myriad of systems, hardware, networking devices, and more. While we would 
like to think our IT teams have a mastery of every piece of our environment, the reality is that it is simply not feasible. 
To that end, when a vulnerability is found, either from primary research or from a third party, it necessitates a cycle 
devoted to researching the identified issue. The first step to completing this research is to understand the source of the 
vulnerability alert; when a vulnerability is made public, numerous online publications and news services will pick up the 
story, making it difficult to find the source material. However, it is imperative to do the digging and base a response plan 

RESEARCHING THE VULNERABILITY
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DETERMINING EXPOSURE

As IT professionals, one of our primary roles is to minimize our attack surface, keeping our risk as low as possible by 
ensuring the systems, applications, and networks on which our organization relies are secure. When a vulnerability is 
identified, there is a direct impact to our attack surface. Generally, any vulnerability increases our attack surface, giving 
hackers more potential entry points to compromise our environments. To that end, determining exposure is a critical 
component to vulnerability research. Formulate a simple scorecard, as shown below, to track the number of impacted 
assets as well as the status of the remediation plan. Having a simple standardized tracking tool will help all parties stay 
abreast of a vulnerability’s impact and how it is being addressed. 

The scorecard for this can pivot per asset or per CVE (Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures), as demonstrated 
in the example below. The format of the scorecard can vary, but we have found that segmenting the type of asset 
and environment can be useful. In the example are two high-level categories: On-Premises Infrastructure and Cloud 
Infrastructure. This view into exposure helps stakeholders understand what environment is “all clear” and which may still 
be at risk. For instance, say the identified vulnerability impacts Windows 2012 servers. Based on the asset review, several 
servers in the on-premises infrastructure are impacted; however, the cloud infrastructure does not utilize this server, so 
there are no instances impacted. Now, since the Windows 2012 servers have access to the cloud infrastructure, cloud 
activities must still be managed, but overall there is no patching required for the cloud instances. The scorecard can also 
be used to track patching/remediation status. A simple green, yellow, red scoring system can be adopted, where green 
means fully patched, yellow is in process, and red indicates systems that are not actively being patched. Having ready 
access to this information will alleviate the onslaught of questions from interested parties in the organization.

DETERMINING THE COMMUNICATION PLAN

Maintaining clear communications during a crisis is critical, but trying to create a communication plan during a crisis 
leads to delays in crucial communications. Part of the response plan here at Alert Logic is a well thought out strategy for 
communicating our response to a vulnerability, both internally and externally. It is recommended that an organization 
defines a core set of communication assets, the purpose for these assets, who is responsible for completing the asset, 

The malicious code for this attack has been analyzed by virustotal and at this time there is 0/55 detection by 
antivirus…

Once this information is obtained, the next step in the response process can be begin—determining exposure. 
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and who will participate in that creation. Below is an excerpt from our communication plan. While some organizations 
may not require such detailed communications, it is much better to plan for a worst-case scenario and then pare back 
the communication deliverables to match a company’s needs. At a minimum, the following communication items 
should be created:

INFORMATION SHEET

This asset describes the basic information related to the vulnerability, including a description of the issue, 
who is impacted, and what actions are being taken to resolve the issue. This asset should be created in an 
easily distributed format for sharing with customers and partners.

INTERNAL COMMUNICATION

Like the information sheet, the internal communication should include the basic information related to 
the vulnerability. This communication will guide customer-facing employees in addressing the issue. This 
communication should also include links to all available materials that can assist the staff with customer 
communications.

CUSTOMER COMMUNICATION

This is a communication, generally in email form, that explains the vulnerability and outlines the response 
made (or being made) to address the issue. Depending upon the severity of the issue, this may or may not 
be required.

BLOG/SOCIAL MEDIA

Depending on the severity of the issue, you may also want to draft a concise blog post describing how your 
organization is dealing with the vulnerability at hand. This type of communication is useful if the vulnerability 
is high profile, and it can help the media understand your organization’s response. In certain cases you may 
even receive requests to speak to a media outlet to discuss your organizations response—as long as you 
have a good plan in place, it may result in positive press.

Communication Purpose Owner Participants
Information Sheet Explanation of events, including: 

• Attack type, Users affected, Security improvements for future 
prevention, Cost of breach

Internal 
Communication

An email to customer-facing employees, explaining the following:
• Brief description of the incident 
• What customers/partners should know 
• Available materials

Customer/Partner 
Communications

An email sent to customer/partner distribution list, or a template 
created for use by customer-facing employees, depending on the 
publicity of the event, with:
Brief description of breach, What you should know, Relevant links 
to additional materials

Blog Post/Social 
Media

A blog or series of blog posts, explaining the severity event in 
more detail, and implications of the event
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CREATING SECURITY CONTENT

With a research, exposure analysis, and communication plan in place, it is time to shift the focus to addressing the 
vulnerability itself. Through its research, an organization should have a good knowledge of the assets impacted by the 
vulnerability. In most cases, especially those vulnerabilities identified by well-respected research firms, the research will 
include published signatures and rules that describe the vulnerability. Incorporating these signatures into a security 
framework should be very straightforward. If there is no security content published for the vulnerability, the organization 
will need to create its own. Depending upon in-house security expertise, content creation may need to be outsourced. 
Either way, in order to address the vulnerability, detection and exploit trapping are crucial. 

In our response to shellshock we incorporated a mixture of both published security content as well as in-house developed 
content. Excerpts from Alert Logic’s security content is included below for reference:

PROTECT YOURSELF 

There are several detection methods that can be used to mitigate this risk. Since the Bash Bug affects 
versions 1.14 through 4.3 of the Bash shell, upgrading to the latest version will mitigate the risk. 

From a web application standpoint, the bug can be exploited by code that passes through the Bash 
interpreter. CGI’s (Common Gateway Interface) and CGI scripts are the most affected, but anything that 
is passed to the Bash interpreter can be exploited. Command execution can be achieved through HTTP 
Headers and POST/GET parameters on vulnerable systems. So you could use a web application firewall 
to monitor the vulnerability in the header. Additionally, a signature will be added to the POST/GET field. 
This signature will monitor for attempts to bypass the detection signature via multiple whitespace using ( ){ 
command  and  ( )  {  command  and (  )    {.

Use an IDS/IPS to detect for any type of network communication; IDS/IPS will notify you when a connection 
is established and remote commands are executed.

SEE IF YOU ARE VULNERABLE

To see if you are vulnerable to this exploit run the commands below, the response will tell you if you are 
vulnerable

env x=’() { :;}; echo vulnerable’ bash -c “echo this is a test”

If the system is vulnerable, the output will be:

vulnerable  this is a test

An unaffected (or patched) system will output:

bash: warning: x: ignoring function definition attempt  bash: error importing function definition for `x’  this is 
a test

CREDITS 

https://lists.debian.org/debian-security-announce/2014/msg00220.html 

http://blog.erratasec.com/2014/09/bash-shellshock-scan-of-internet.html#.VCRpVitdXKN 

http://arstechnica.com/security/2014/09/bug-in-bash-shell-creates-big-security-hole-on-anything-with-nix-in-it/ 

https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2014-6271
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HERE ARE SIGNATURES FOR THE IDS FOR DETECTION THAT 

HAVE BEEN PROVIDED BY ALERT LOGIC:

These rules have been created with resource consumption (No PCRE) of everyday average hardware to have 
more comprehensive coverage of use.

We have to use “any” here because lots of services open web servers on non-standard http ports such as 
cups and devices any, because local attacks would be common ground for this (cups, avahi, etc.) and http_
header likely only uses a whitelist we will miss unique header values. This can also be bypassed due to the 
“within” modifer, but we got to try to narrow this down for resource issues.

External net would be the outside Internet IP address. Home Net would be any communication from 
internal IP space.

alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET [1024:] -> $HOME_NET any (msg:”AL: HTTP Server

*GCFGTU�$CUJ�'PXKTQPOGPV�'UECRG�4%'q��ƃQY�VQAUGTXGT�GUVCDNKUJGF�

content:”() {“; http_header; fast_pattern; content:”}|3b|”; within:20;

http_header; tag:session,5,packets; classtype:attempted-admin;

sid:1006236; rev:1; )

Uri and method are theoretical for now, but check just in case another server does this; any input poorly 
parsed to an internal scripting function like Popen could trigger:

alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET [1024:] -> $HOME_NET any (msg:”AL: HTTP Server

URI Bash Environment Escape RCE”; flow:to_server,established;

uricontent:”() {“; fast_pattern; uricontent:”}|3b|”; within:10;

classtype:attempted-admin; tag:session,5,packets; sid:1006237; rev:1;

)

() { should never be in a method, so we don’t need additional checks here:

alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET [1024:] -> $HOME_NET any (msg:”AL: HTTP Server

Method Bash Environment Escape RCE”; flow:to_server,established;

content:”() {“; http_method; classtype:attempted-admin;

tag:session,5,packets; sid:1006238; rev:1; )

An uploaded file could have metadata parsed and stuffed into an env variable (cups is notorious for this.) 
The optimization for this is going to be hard, but we have to do it so we don’t parse the max file parse byte:

alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET [1024:] -> $HOME_NET any (msg:”AL: File

Transfer Parsing Bash Environment Escape RCE”;

flow:to_server,established; file_data; content:”() {“; within:100;

fast_pattern; content:”}|3b|”; within:20; tag:session,5,packets;

classtype:attempted-admin; sid:1006240; rev:1; )

Cookie values for base64 && unserialize/json_decode values that could be used. This could likely false due 
to these characters used often in these compressed data formats. This attempt is totally random because 
we don’t know the size and start of random people’s base64 encoded values + so rule might not even 
work, but we need to try disabled unless we need it due to the unknown and random chance of it working 
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customer specific values where the cookie is known can easily be replaced in this rule:

#alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET [1024:] -> $HOME_NET any (msg:”AL: HTTP

Cookie value Bash Environment Escape RCE”; flow:to_server,established;

content:”=”; http_cookie; base64_decode:relative; base64_data;

content:”() {“; tag:session,5,packets; classtype:attempted-admin;

sid:1006241; rev:1; )

DHCP sets user hooks

alert udp $HOME_NET [67,68] -> $HOME_NET any (msg:”AL: DHCP Bash

Environment Escape RCE”; flow:from_server,established; content:”() {“;

fast_pattern; content:”}|3b|”; within:20; tag:session,3,packets;

classtype:attempted-admin; sid:1006242; rev:1; )

PATCHING THE VULNERABILITY

With security content in place to both identify vulnerable systems and attempts to exploit the vulnerability, it is now 
time to remediate the issue. The most common resolution to a vulnerability is to apply a patch designed to fix the issue. 
Generally, when a researcher uncovers a problem, before publishing the findings, he/she will contact the manufacturer 
of the software/hardware to alert them of the issue. Working with the manufacturer, the researcher may actually assist 
in the creation or testing of the patch. Ideally, when the patch is available the researcher will publish the findings. In 
actuality, however, this is not always the case. 

Regardless, it is important that the patch, if available, be applied to impacted assets in an expedited fashion to minimize 
the time of exposure. At Alert Logic, patching vulnerabilities works differently than in organizations that only manage 
their own assets. We not only must ensure our internal assets are patched but must also monitor the security devices in 
place with our customers. We must, and do, create content for the detection of vulnerability exploits for customers who 
have not yet patched for the released vulnerability.

Patching our internal assets, including the backend infrastructure of our Security-as-a-Service offering, is managed by 
our corporate security team. They work with the production teams to analyze, test and safely implement the patches to 
the backend systems. During this time the same analysis and testing applies to the safe implementation of patches to 
customer appliances.

When production teams are patching the backend and customer devices, the research and content teams are also 
reviewing the vulnerability analysis and creating additional content for vulnerability exploitation detection to be 
delivered to our customer’s devices.

Patching assets is more than likely fairly straightforward; however, pay close attention to the details. Ensure that the 
patches are tested thoroughly and the knock-on impact of patching systems is not too severe. For instance, there 
could be a business-critical server that has not been updated for quite some time (running an old operating system, 
for example), due to business reasons. If the patch for a vulnerability is only available for a newer operating system, the 
business may initiate a server upgrade without considering the impacts. If the business-critical application does not 
support the newer version of the operating system; the business unit can be inadvertently knocked offline. Moreover, 
if the servers must be available 24x7, it may require temporary, fully patched backup servers that can be used while 
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impacted systems are being patched. 

In certain scenarios, an organization may decide to not patch its systems immediately and simply rely on the already 
developed security content to defend against potential compromises, but ultimately, the impact of the vulnerability 
must be put into context with the impact to the business. 

LESSONS LEARNED

Once the vulnerability response is complete, it is important to resist the tendency to relax. While the actions taken 
during an issue are still fresh, it is critical to hold a lessons learned session. It is in these sessions that the best ideas for 
improving processes can surface. For shellshock, many organizations were able to take actions quickly to resolve the 
matter. This can be attributed to several factors. First, in order to respond to heartbleed earlier in 2014, organizations 
were forced to react to a wide-scale threat that resulted in the formation or refinement of an incident response plan. 
The result was that when shellshock hit, organizations were in a much better position to react quickly. Additionally, many 
organizations took a look at their security detection and response capabilities after heartbleed and began adding and/
or updating their tools to fill in the gaps that became apparent during their heartbleed response.

It would be unwise to assume that because an organization’s response to shellshock was swift and effective that its 
response plan is perfect. Continuous review of the response plan is essential to maintaining the ability to respond 
rapidly. The mechanics of the plan outlined in this document can always be improved; the key is to review each phase 
of the plan promptly, by asking:

- What did we do that worked?

- What did we do that didn’t work?

- What did we do that we didn’t realize we needed to do?

- What makes us more prepared for the next vulnerability?

Avoid the temptation to point fingers or assign blame for the aspects of the plan that weren’t successful. The tone in 
these lessons learned sessions should be open and frank, but respectful. Each member of the team worked to resolve 
the issue. Even if challenges were encountered during the response plan, the entire team’s input should be valued, as 
their overall experiences will ultimately improve the overall plan.

In addition to a phase-by-phase response plan review, there are other actions that can be taken to minimize exposure 
to a vulnerability:

SECURE YOUR CODE

Hackers are continually looking for ways to compromise your applications. Code that has not been 
thoroughly tested and secured makes it all the more easy for them to do harm. By testing libraries, scanning 
plugins and the like you can save yourself headaches down the road.
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CREATE ACCESS MANAGEMENT POLICIES

Logins are the keys to your kingdom and should be treated as such. Make sure you have a solid access 
management policy in place, especially concerning those who are granted access on a temporary basis. 
Integration of all applications and cloud environments into your corporate AD or LDAP centralized 
authentication model will help with this process.

ADOPT A PATCH MANAGEMENT APPROACH

Unpatched software and systems can lead to major issues for your organization. Keep your environment 
secure by outlining a process for updating systems on a regular basis. Test all updates to confirm that they 
don’t damage or create vulnerabilities before implementation into a live environment.

REVIEW LOGS REGULARLY

Log review should be an essential component of any organization’s security protocols. Take the time to 
review logs—it could uncover vulnerabilities

BUILD A SECURITY TOOLKIT

No single piece of software is going to handle all of your security needs. Be prepared for the unexpected 
by having the tools you need already in your arsenal.

STAY INFORMED OF THE LATEST VULNERABILITIES THAT MAY AFFECT YOU

The internet is a wealth of information; use it to your advantage. Search for the breaches and exploits that 
are happening in your industry. Lessons learned from those breaches can protect your environment so that 
you don’t become the next victim.

UNDERSTAND YOUR CLOUD SERVICE PROVIDERS SECURITY MODEL 

Security in the cloud is a shared responsibility. Get to know your provider, understand the distribution of 
responsibilities, and plan accordingly.

CONCLUSION

Vulnerabilities will continue to be identified and IT professionals will be called into action to ensure environments remain 
secure. Having a solid security-in-depth strategy, coupled with the right tools and people that understand how to 
respond, will put an organization into a position to minimize exposure and risk.


